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Abstract

al., 2017] whose aim was to understand the quality of interaction, indicated that interaction quality depends on static
and dynamic properties of the involved humans, robots and
environment. The authors also mentioned that the quality
of interaction can be measured with a combination of performance metrics and to obtain high quality interaction, the
robot’s action should not depend only on the currently perceived data. Also the history, the robot’s state, prior knowledge, and robot’s general capabilities should be taken into
account. On the other hand, robot behaviors also affect the
quality of interaction. Another study [Wade et al., 2011]
presented quality of interaction during therapeutic sessions
by investigating the role of various communication modalities during robot-guided motor task practice with post-stroke
individuals (possible target group for our studies).
One of the dimensions of quality of interaction is sense
of safety and security. It is not a well studied term though
there are some similar terms in literature such as perceived
safety [Bartneck et al., 2009], psychological safety [Lasota
et al., 2014] and mental safety [Nonaka et al., 2004]. Feeling
safe and secure during the interaction is associated with comfort [Bartneck et al., 2009; Lasota et al., 2014], and emotions
[Nonaka et al., 2004].

This research aims to develop an autonomous social robot for elderly individuals. The robot will
learn from the interaction and change its behaviors
in order to enhance the interaction and improve user
experience. For this purpose, we aim to use Deep
Reinforcement Learning. The robot will observe
the user’s verbal and nonverbal social cues by using its camera and microphone, the reward will be
positive valence and engagement of the user.
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Introduction

In the effort to support elderly people in their domestic environments, to preserve their independence and to relieve the
burden of caregivers, social robots have great potential. As
the number of interactions with robots has been increasing,
it is becoming important to understand how people perceive
and feel about potential encounters with social robots. The
manner in which the robot behaves during the interaction
with a human may affect the human’s perception, well-being,
the sense of support and security, and willingness to interact. It has not yet been apparent how a robot should behave
to achieve natural communication and to result in a safe and
secure relationship between a robot and an elderly person.
In this study, the aim is to find an evaluation method for the
quality of interaction with a focus on sense of safety and security in social human-robot interaction (sHRI), especially for
elderly people. We aim to use Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) which will provide an adaptive system in which the
robot learns through the interaction and adapts its behavior
in order to obtain high quality interaction and keep its user
feeling safe and secure.
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Methodology Design

The aim of the approach presented in this paper is to enhance sHRI especially with elderly people. For this purpose,
we aim to use deep reinforcement learning which is a revolutionary approach towards building autonomous systems.
Deep Learning (DL) has the ability to perform automatic feature extraction from raw data and DRL introduces DL to approximate the optimal policy and/or optimal value functions
[Arulkumaran et al., 2017].
Most works using DRL so far were focused on video
games, they achieved human level learning by using high dimensional visual data [Mnih et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016].
Recently, however, a research group has begun to focus on
the applicability of DRL in sHRI [Qureshi et al., 2016; 2017;
2018].
In the current work, we aim to learn from interaction and
adapt the robot’s behavior. For that goal, we propose to
use DRL where the input is the raw camera and microphone
streams and the reward is valence and engagement of the user
during the interaction to provide a customized behavior. The

Related Work

There are several recent works whose main focus is quality
of interaction. [Castellano et al., 2017] used machine learning methods for automatic estimation of quality of interaction by using game and social context based features where
the scenario was playing chess with iCub. The features which
were considered as dimensions of interaction quality were social engagement, help, friendship and presence. [Bensch et
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targeted use cases for testing the system will include general
elderly needs as well as games and entertainment. Some of
these general elderly needs include: reminding them of taking
the medication and medical analysis, encouraging for physical activities, providing contact with friends and family, giving advice about healthy eating and entertaining with games.
One of the experimental scenarios for the proposed method
is summarized below:
Hans had a stroke two years ago, resulting in mobility
and memory problems started after having had the stroke.
He needs to train his muscles with physical exercises. He
does physical exercises with the robot which also help his
memory as he tries to remember the successive motions. If
some days, he forgets to exercise, the robot approaches him,
and suggests that he exercises. The robot observes him and
changes the difficulty level of the exercises or suggests to
stop/pause whenever it detects that Hans has difficulties or
if pleasantness (valence) and engagement decrease dramatically between two exercises. The objective of the robot is to
learn when to change difficulty level and pause or stop the exercising. The problem formulation for this example scenario
is as follows:

Future Work

This position paper presents the general outline of the planned
work. Thus far, there are few studies using DRL in sHRI.
The main challenges for our approach are the way in which
data is collected, determining which behaviors to adapt and
designing long enough user interactions to obtain enough data
to be able use DL.
We plan to develop a robot which is capable of learning
from interaction and adapting itself based on its observations
and its user. This workshop will provide an opportunity to
discuss with leading experts and gain a better understanding
of the challenges for the proposed method.
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States
The state space has three dimensions: (1) valence, (2) engagement, (3) current mode of the interaction (difficulty level,
stopped, paused).
Actions
There are five actions that the robot can take: increasing the
difficulty level, decreasing the difficulty level, not changing
the difficulty level, pausing the exercising and stopping the
exercising.
Reward
The reward will be positive valence and engagement of the
user obtained from Affdex SDK [McDuff et al., 2016] and
OpenSmile [Eyben et al., 2010]. Currently, we are conducting experiments to understand the importance each feature
(valence and engagement) in this kind of scenario.
Components
The example scenario includes four primary components:
• A social robotic platform (currently we are using Pepper robot but the system will be able to use any Robot
Operating System (ROS) compatible robotic platform)
• Affdex SDK [McDuff et al., 2016] to analyze facial expressions in real time
• OpenSmile [Eyben et al., 2010] to analyze voice in real
time
• A Deep Reinforcement Learning architecture which gets
input from camera and microphone and integrates affective information from Affdex and OpenSmile through
ROS
The proposed DRL system will enhance the interaction by
adapting the robot’s behavior based on the user’s pleasantness and engagement during the interaction. It will enable
the robot to learn verbal and nonverbal parameters by using
its camera and microphone and also adapt its behavior.
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